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Are you ready to manage your work

00:02
and personal world better

00:02
to live a fulfilling and productive life?

00:05
Then you've come to the right place. ProductivityCast

00:08
the weekly show about all things productivity. Here, your
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00:11
host Ray Sydney Smith and gousto pinout with Francis Wade and art gal, Wix.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 00:17
Welcome back everybody to ProductivityCast, the weekly show about all things personal
productivity. I'm Ray Sidney-Smith.

A

Augusto Pinaud 00:22
And I'm Agustina.

F

Francis Wade 00:23
I'm Francis Wade.

A

Art Gelwicks 00:25
And I'm Margo wicks.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 00:26
Welcome, gentlemen. And welcome to our listeners to this final episode of 2024
ProductivityCast. I can't believe it, but we have reached the end of 2020. Quite honestly, I
think a lot of us are relieved that 2020 is over and looking forward to at least a better
back three quarters of 2021 once we have a set of vaccines in order, and folks are starting
to get back to a bit of normal life. And so with that, what I wanted to do today was for us
to go through and talk about our most listened to episodes of the year, and then get into
our favorite episodes of the year. Each of us has selected two episodes, we'll play the
snippet, and then have a little discussion around why we chose it, whether it still stands,
and then go round robin, for our picks. So let's let's discuss our top three listen to episodes
of the year. And so if you are brand, new to ProductivityCast, this will be really good place
to start in terms of listening to some episodes that have been most listened to in the year.
And those end up being Episode 66 that is working from home in the age of COVID-19.
Episode 70, we did an interview with David Allen, the progenitor of getting things done so
on getting things done with David Allen, Episode 70. Then our number one, our top
episode of of 2020 drumroll is Episode 94. How mind mapping fits your productivity
system. And it kind of blows every all the other episodes out of the water. It just turns out
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that a lot of people were really interested in the mind mapping episode. And so yeah,
check those three episodes out if you have not. And feel free to let us know your feedback.
Like always, you can find our episodes through that three digit episode number. So
066070094. If you just type in ProductivityCast dotnet forward slash and that three digit
number, it'll take you to the episode, you can go ahead and listen to it, download it or
whatnot.

A

Art Gelwicks 02:34
I think the mind mapping episode, while it's a little bit surprising is not actually all that
surprising to me. Because mind mapping is one of those things that I know a lot of people
struggle getting their head wrapped around as to what do you do with it? How do you
make it work? It's it's intriguing when you see mind maps, that something is visually
focused is what they are could be an input, significant productivity tool. But I still think a
lot of people struggle with it. I know even I do. And I do mind maps all the time. But I
making that translation from what we have traditionally thought about for note taking
and planning into a much more organic visual focus can be difficult. So I'm not totally
shocked that people wanted to learn more about that.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 03:23
Yeah, I'm really curious whether or not it's a bunch of students that were doing maybe
research on different types of note taking techniques, or those kinds of things where mind
mapping tends to surface, you know, brainstorming techniques, or or note taking
techniques that mind mapping tends to come up in those conversations. And so maybe
more students found it since they were doing more work online in 2020, than ever before.
Yeah, I'm really curious why that ends up being such a big topic. And it's something that,
you know, I've been doing for a long time, but I think maybe you're right art, you know,
people sometimes have difficulty getting getting around the idea of mind mapping, you
know, kind of kind of, quote unquote, how to do it correctly. And so maybe that is why it
was so popular.

A

Art Gelwicks 04:11
And just a second thought to that it could also be people are struggling to find new ways
to tackle the problems that they feel a little overwhelmed with right now. They're taking
notes, they're writing things down, they're using their normal tools, and it just doesn't seem
to be cutting it. So they could be looking for a different direction. I be curious. I'd be
curious to hear anybody who's who went out and listen to that show, to let us know why
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you listen to it. That'd be great to hear.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 04:39
Definitely. Okay, so those are our top three listen to episodes this year. And I'm really
excited to get into our favorite episodes of the year. And so let's go around the table and
play the different snippets. First up, I'm going to have arts first choice, which was episode
63, which was about email,

A

Art Gelwicks 05:03
it's just it boggles my mind. And I hear this all the time in collaboration spaces people like,
Oh, yeah, email such a terrible thing. Email is such a terrible thing, no, emails, fine, you just
suck at it. That's really what it comes down to. You have this inability, you being general,
this inability to understand that when you send an email, you have no reasonable
expectation that a response will come in short order, they will respond when they get it.
That's why I go bonkers over this idea of read receipts, I'm going to send it Read Receipt.
And that way, I'm going to know when they read it, and I should be able to know, all that
is is a confirmation that they opened it, it's still an unreasonable expectation that they are
going to respond as soon as they read it. If you want that immediate response. Guess
what? We've got a technology for it. It's called chat. That's all chat is his email without the
addresses.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 05:57
All right. All right. Why did you choose that snippet, and you still stand by that statement?

A

Art Gelwicks 06:02
Okay, apparently, that day, I was slightly over caffeinated, just to be clear, because
anybody who listens to the show regularly knows that I do not get keyed up like that. So
just just saying, there's an irony to that. I still stand by that. And I still believe that email is
a very effective tool, it can be used extremely well, and it has a place. It is not the evil
thing that so many people have made it out to be. That said, I think I would probably push
further into the chat side of the conversation. The more I work with email recently, I have
found email is actually being used less effectively than it was even before. Because people
are now starting to use it as entire conversations. And that's just not what it's meant for.
That's not what it's designed to do. And that it's not what it's good at. So I still stand by
that. I don't know that I would quite jump up and down on the soapbox as much. But yeah,
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I'd probably jump a couple times.

A

Augusto Pinaud 07:11
I agree on that there is not a conversation tool. But he's what he's been turned for many,
many years into the de facto conversation tools. And interestingly enough, even with the
text and the video conference, and all that, it is, sadly, what people understand as the
conversation tool is what understand, okay, I need 20 people to give input, let's send an
email. And yeah, I agree. And I agree with your comment on the return that return
received reader receive same as a text message doesn't mean anything I may have read
it. That doesn't mean I have the bandwidth to give you the proper answer right there. All
that you know, is that you open or that I receive it at all.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 07:56
And I do like that I like to see the I like to see that someone has read it or even opened it.
The problem with that is that many of the email applications are giving false positives in
that sense, because I know that I have an email application where when it goes to open it
open a quote unquote, opens the email in order to to move the email to the appropriate
filtered folder. And so people are getting that false sense of hope that I opened their
email, because I did not. It's the tool that did it. And so if anyone is doing that, and you
know, thinks that I've opened their email, until I respond to that email, don't presume that
I've opened the email, because these tools are doing different things in the background.

A

Art Gelwicks 08:40
Yeah. And I think you're absolutely right with that perspective there a because that's one
of the challenges that I have you open the email itself, you cannot assume that I want
have a response, or B, one or B. Yeah, that makes sense. One or two, that I even have the
information necessary to ROA to react to what you just asked for. The other hang up I
have with it. And I'm just going to throw this out as a pet peeve is when you wind up with
a novel of questions in a singular email. So you get an email, and it's got like seven or
eight questions and full discussion narrative around some topic. But yet about seven or
eight people are copied in on it. Do those people really want to see the entire thought
process conversation of getting to those answers? Or might it be more effective just to
send out a summary of the answers once you get to them? I'm of the opinion I like the
second one better.
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Raymond Sidney-Smith 09:36
Yeah, and some organizational culture requires for either politics or because of policy for
there to be more people in a conversation then would be, in essence most productive and
so we all have to be mindful of that in so many different corporate cultures especially. And
for me, I have a more I would say laissez faire perspective. When it comes to email, I don't
want to be included on every email. But I do want to stay up to date, which is why we use
our project management software so that I can track conversation. And when you need
me, then send me that email to kind of surface it to my attention, or tag me in the in the
project management tool, with the action associated with the thing that I need to do. So
it's like conversation on one side, I actually tend to like email more, but on the, you have to
do something, then that's where I can go to the project management tool, see that I'm
tagged, understand what the next action is that I need to do, and then anchor that in my
own test management tool. And that's just the way that I work. And again, it goes back to
this like how, how do your coworkers and colleagues, clients, vendors and otherwise best
work? And can you agree with them on terms of what email communication platforms do
you use, so that you get a response when you want it and you get your work from them,
right, the delegated or collaborative work that you want to achieve done in a way that
you want, by communicating with them the way in which they're best communicated. And
I think that's always going to get you better results, we are inevitably going to talk about
email in 2021. I'll Park us there and move on to our next favorite episode, which is going to
be you Cousteau Cousteau, you selected one of our top listen to episodes this year with
Episode 66, which was are working from home in the age of COVID-19. And so here it goes
the snippet,

F

Francis Wade 11:37
I think the number one tool that people will need to manage is quiet, not not quite a
physical tool, but they'll discover that when they can work in an uninterrupted way, that
they can be way more productive than if they're subject to distractions, the way they
could be in the regular office, which has an open office plan. I think this is about part of
the success of working at home is about preservation of your focus, and quiet as a big
contributor to that's a big tool to preserve your focus.

A

Augusto Pinaud 12:14
That snippet comes from a previous discussion about tools and what are going to be the
difference now that we move into the office and say was listening to the episode that
really resonated that, you know, 10 months into these nine months into this is still the
element that now we have found more critical. And it's not that it wasn't critical before we
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move moving to work from home It is that now we have understand, okay, I can print less I
can do the things I can survive without going to the free coffee machine in the thing. Now
how can I manage that focus, so I can really do all that I need to do and more?

Raymond Sidney-Smith 12:58
You know, I can say to that is that I think focus is one of those fundamentals of getting
more done. And so there's no question in my mind that it's imperative that we shift our
focus appropriately, when we need to, and especially this year, where we hadn't we have
this kind of, you know, the ground is moving from underneath us constantly, in terms of,
okay, where are we working now? And how are we going to get that work done. And for
those of us who are lucky, where we have a stable work environment where we've just,
we've made the decision, or our companies have made the decision to stay working from
home throughout this whole course of events. Some of us are in different states of going in
and out of, you know, the office, the office closes, then it opens again, maybe there's a
lockdown, and you have to go back home. And this is one of those things where it's about
the focus on the transition for me, which is like, how do you pay attention to the right
things in those transitions so that you stay productive, because it's very easy to focus on
too much of a macro level, and then shoot down to too much of a micro level and you
don't mediate. And we need to have some mediation there where we spend a little bit of
time on the top level to make sure that we do a bit of triage. But at the same time, most of
the productive effort is looking at the next five feet in front of you and making sure that
you're getting yourself forward movement in your projects that are more short term.

F

Francis Wade 14:35
I agree. These used to be niche niche or kind of topics that productivity geek sectors cared
about, you know, these were interesting pursuits with respect to flow and deep work and
so forth. But I think they're they're gone mainstream, and the average employee isn't
taught how to How to find quiet make quiet total focus how to transition, as you said that
the concept is hit or miss, you know, if you if you get it, good luck, you got it on your own,
but it's not a part of the arsenal of corporate tools or skills. And I think that that's a huge
No, no, we can't leave these things to chance because work from home is so precarious.
They need to be designed in wherever you are, whether you're on the train, or whether
you're at home working, you're in the basement or you're around kids or you're in the
office, whatever, wherever you are. The challenge, though, is how do you turn on this space
to do your best work, regardless of where you're at? And what do you need to put in place.
And that's, that's not something that can be left to chance any longer. It needs to be
trained. See, Francis, I
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A

Art Gelwicks 15:55
think one of the biggest challenges that this is starting to identify is the fact that most
organizations either a have never given value to the importance of those aspects of
getting work done. being productive and focusing on things like truly focus and
engagement and that sort, they've, they've never just quantified that. So they've never put
it in as part of their process. Second, I don't think they know how I don't think they get the,
the importance and the impact of it. So this is one of those things where individuals and
we are in that environment now have to take ownership of them of that for themselves.
And in some kind, some cases, they have to push back and say, Look, you can't bombard
me with stuff. If you want me to get some stuff accomplished. You have to choose pick
one, and not be afraid to do that, I say afraid. But we have organizational cultures that
need to adapt and recognize that it's not a matter of X number of hours in a given day,
it's x amount of work able to be accomplished and accomplished effectively and
efficiently. There's a big gap. And that gap is going to be critical as we look at the next
year in our own productivity community, to focus less in my mind on the mechanisms and
more of the mannerisms around being productive.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 17:23
Let's move along to our next favorite episode, which is Francis's for selection, which is
should you do what you love as a career Episode 91 091. Here goes the snippet.

F

Francis Wade 17:37
So Cal Newport offers an amazing rebuttal. So he says, Do not Do not wait around
basically to find this passion as if it will alight upon you, like the sun shining from over the
over the rooftops into your eyes that you that you're on purpose. No. He says, do what you
do, and find purpose and passion in it. And I can say from my from my experience
firsthand experience that that's exactly what happened in my case, and it happened
unexpectedly. It's transferable, it's scalable, is what he says in his book, I think that's where
I read it, that anyone, even the street district people that street sweeper that we're talking
about. So we may we may look from the outside and judge and say, you know, he he or
she doesn't add huge value. And you know, they're playing a very small role. And it's so
minor that it doesn't really matter in the scheme of things. I read his book and I say, well,
that's nonsense. I wrote an article about a plumber that I knew. And he's passed away
now. But this guy came to my house. And I actually knew him from prior incarnation prior
relationship didn't even remember he was a plumber up until I was referred to him. And so
yeah, I know that guy. So he comes to the house, right? He gives me an exposition on
plumbing. That was fascinating, though. Somebody may say, Well, he's just a plumber. Oh,
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I don't believe there's any Justin anything. I believe that what Cal Newport says is true.
You can. You can carve and create and find expertise anywhere, if you have the
willingness to do so. And if you are willing to work versus the way I think he puts it, if you're
willing to fall in love, then it doesn't really matter where you start. And if you think it's the
other way around. He says you're wrong. If you think you have to find the love first and
then you will do the work to discover its intricacies. He said it doesn't work that way. I
thought that was fascinating because it matched my my experience, personal experience.
And my experience of this plumber. Yeah. So I really was surprised by what I read in his
book and what we discussed in our conversation. It it's something I had never thought
about before I read it in his book or thought about deeply enough to have it really make
an impact. But I think this is it flies in the face of those Passion first sort of ethos that is so
popular no in essays going across, it's, it's in the entire world follow your passion, which is
kind of the opposite of what he's saying.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 20:12
And I think a lot of people have said this in the past, I don't think that it was just Professor
newports idea alone, which is that for most of us mastery comes from involvement in a
task long enough in a in a set of skills long enough for us to then become excellent at it.
And it's at that level that we start to actually find passion in something. And this is where I
come at it, which is that if you start with a passion, good on you, that's good luck, good
timing, good, good. direction and persuasion from your parent. You know, it's just like
these young people who do, you know, athletics, or, you know, our chess aficionados, by
the age of eight, you know, this clearly comes from either a parent or passion. And that's
great. For the rest of us, we can find mastery, and then passion after that, which is, if you
pick almost anything in life, you know, you can, you can likely dive deeply into that,
whether that be plumbing, or, you know, advanced quantum mechanics, if there is such a
thing as advanced in quantum mechanics. I think quantum mechanics by itself is
advanced. But the but the idea here is that at that point, is it something that like with the
concept of the Iki? Guy? Is it something that is going to be your vocation? Is it going to be
something that you you want to do as a career? Or is it just going to be a part of your life,
and something that you enjoy doing, and we've talked about this several times, in
episodes. So go back and look through the catalog of us talking about this stuff, because I
think it's important for us all, to not get so hung up on what we do, like what our role is, as
a job. And what we do to be passionate about in life, and our productive lives are not
designed around, not to be morbid about it, especially considering 2020. But like, you
know, your epitaph is not going to state lawyer who practiced 32 years, you know, for XYZ
law firm and won that case against so and so like, no one really is going to care about
that, once you're gone, what they're really going to care about, in terms of the people who
really matter in your family is how much you cared for them how much you spent, how
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much time you spent an effort you gave, to make their lives more enriched. So that's kind
of where my mindset goes, whenever we think about the whenever we discuss these
topics.

A

Art Gelwicks 22:47
Yeah, I couldn't agree more. I mean, when you think about it, at least, the way I formulate
it is when we talk about the difference of doing something professionally versus doing a
passion professionally, is the power of your passion enough to offset the price you have to
make or you have to pay to make this your profession when we look at the something
that we're passionate about. It's almost always a good thing or a driving thing or a
reinforcing thing. But professions have negatives, professions have downsides. professions
have pain and stress associated with it. And is the power of your passion enough to offset
that, so that you don't lose the passion for that thing. That's the only thing I call out to
people if they want to do something that they're passionate about it as their career. I
always ask him the same question. Do you want to do this every day and have your
livelihood based on doing it?

Raymond Sidney-Smith 23:49
Next up is Episode 71. It was my first selection for our top picks of 2020. And this was the
episode on personal outsourcing giving instructions. I always like the idea of recording like
literally screen recording with audio, what you want to outsource, if it's something that
can be written screen recorded, and that is so much more helpful to show someone
something once visually by doing it, and then they can just literally watch you do it. I do
like written instructions myself personally. But I also like the idea of having a video
recording of whatever it is that is I do this all the time with clients and if a client needs
something fixed on you know, and they they're they're not sure what's going on, I'll usually
say hey, can you screen record the problem you're experiencing and or what it is that you
want fixed and changed and if they can kind of show that then we can have a more
thoughtful discussion about it, because I can actually see what the pain point is that
they're they're struggling with. And so I like to do that with any outsourcing that I'm doing
especially if I'm hiring a some kind of freelance Virtually to handle something for me in my
personal life, I absolutely will record just a two minute three minute video showing them
what it is. And if it's a repetitive task, I can do that one time, show them what it is I want to
be done. And then going forward, now they know exactly what it is, what the outcome is
on the other side and what all the variable steps are to getting there. So for this episode, I
just really believe that going forward into 2021, we're going to have so many more
opportunities because of the liberalisation of so many different roles. And we're seeing
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this with obviously delivery services, both food and groceries and that kind of thing. But
you know, shipping and whatever, I think there's going to be more and more liberalisation
of things. And with that in mind, that means we're going to have to show people how to
do things for us, and tools like loom and zooms, recording capabilities, both on desktop
and mobile, you're capable of actually showing them so much more and recording it, that
I think it's really important for us all to start to take that to heart, and understand how the
tools work so that we can share these things and do them in a both secure way, in a
private way. But also in a way that actually helps all of us be more productive by giving
instructions once and not having to worry about having to manufacture it over and over
again. And I you know, since we've been working from home, you know, I hear the same
conversations over and over and over again, from my now co worker in the house. It's
occasional coworker, thankfully. But the idea here is that, you know, I'm always thinking to
myself, that would be a really great video that you record once about the company
guidelines on COVID-19, and then just send the employees to that video. And, you know,
again, that probably doesn't fit the culture of this particular company and whatever else.
But in my mind's eye, I think, oh, there's so many circumstances there, where if you just
had that recording, and shared that, whether that be audio or video, you would create
immense amounts of efficiencies, and it would be the correct consistent message each
time. So I don't know, I just think that the the notion of being able to record today,
especially your screens, with your voice over it is a huge, huge productivity asset when you
use it correctly.

A

Augusto Pinaud 27:39
So for all our listeners, who are the tech support for their parents who tell them, you only
do tech support, if you can record it, good luck. That will save you a lot of hours. But no, in
a serious note, I think in a compliment with this. That has been one of the best tools for
getting in 2020 is to finally get the people when they come to this date, not everybody
may have the ability or the skills to record or know even with how simple it is. But now
that the assume and the means and the teams are mainstream, it is much easier to help
people that way where you can tell them jump into this. And now they are not afraid of
share the screen or showed you the screen. And even when you cannot even when you
need to do it. And then you share the screen and you do the recording. That has really
been a game changer. And I will notice stop saying to to clients and such, how much
understand how much this pandemic change that we may have Forget it. But in January
2020, people still are struggling with all these video conferencing how we're going to do
the soom or not assume or where is the medium, where now we know we most people
have nine months of training. And he's doing it almost naturally.
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Raymond Sidney-Smith 29:05
Yeah, and one one new innovation since we recorded that episode is that Google duo,
which is the at least current video chat tool by Google, it allows for screen sharing. So
when you're in a video chat with mom, or dad or aunt or uncle or you know, older cousins,
or whatever it might be, you can actually then have them easily share their screen within
the Google duo app. So that if they're having a problem with their phone, and it's not
because the phone is a brick, they can actually video call you you can potentially help
them with whatever that issue might be, you know, maybe they don't know how to get
around a particular application and find something on their phone. You can then Google
do oh call them, have them pull up their screen, and then walk them through what it is
that they're having a problem with or you can show your screen and show them how to do
something. And I think this is going to just be a really great new piece of the puzzle that,
you know, today has been pretty difficult to show someone how to do something
remotely. So you don't have to go take a trip to mom's house to be able to show her how
to do something on her phone, you can actually do it remotely now. And save all that
time.

F

Francis Wade 30:16
Just Just a quick note that I've been hitting the experience nowadays of the new
experience of going to find a new app or somebody refers an app to you discovering a
new app, and they are looking for that video that will explain to you what the thing does.
And you can't find it. And it's not on the website. So you you got to go over to YouTube
and do a search. And no one has quite put together a video that just says in two minutes,
explain a video that says here's what it does. It's now become such a staple that when it's
not there, I go crazy. And of course I just abandon the site or abandon the app until
someone can explain to me in two minutes, a two minute video. What the thing does. It's
amazing. Oh, that's become just a requirement. Now.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 31:02
Let's move into the conversation in terms of our 2021 in terms of year in preview, and
maybe some of the big topic discussions that you'd like us to discuss in 2021? What are
the big things that you are interested or curious to talk about in 2021. And I'll start with the
fact that right before we got recording today, we were discussing the idea of caffeinated
beverages stimulating beverages. And I think doing a series on different types of
beverages that we all use that help us be more productive, are going to be a set of topics,
that is going to be a set of topics that I think will be of put onto the onto the calendar for
next year. Yeah, I
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A

Art Gelwicks 31:54
would say one of the things I'd love to address is not backsliding. I mean, let's let's say for
example, everything starts to somewhat return to a normal state. How do we prevent from
falling back into the bad habits of what we've had in the past organizational operation?
And open office plans? Those those types of things that we know, we have discovered
through this shift were not optimal? And in many cases just not worth doing? How do we
keep those from coming back into the mix? And how do we continue to grow on the
learnings that we've made over this time period? That's something I think we need to dig
into more. Because otherwise, people are literally just going to fall back into their old ways
pretty quickly, because they'll be say, Oh, it's all done. Okay, we can go back to the way
things work well, but doesn't necessarily mean they were right.

F

Francis Wade 32:47
Yeah, I think this year, I agree with that. I think this year has been a year of tactics of
survival tactics, corporate level, personal level, many levels. And I think the folks have just
basically said, Let me get through the year. And then we'll look at what's next next year, I
think coming into next year, there's going to be that shock that the there's not a return to
what used to be. And among the ones who are more farsighted, there'll be a thought,
okay, if we're not returning to what it used to be, maybe we can create the direction that
we'll go in next. And I think there's going to be a renewed interest in long term, where am I
going? Why am I doing this? Or is our company going long term kind of questions. And I
think there's a lot of pent up pent up sort of strategic questions that people are just put on
the shelf, for the sake of survival. So I suspect there's gonna be a shift of these kinds of
questions next year, because I think we're gonna we're gonna realize there's the new, the
new normal isn't just ditto, from what we had before. I think that's gonna be the wake up
call.

Raymond Sidney-Smith 34:01
What's most important in your life? You know, is it? Is it work, or is it something else? And I
think for a lot of people, this has been a reckoning, it'll in that way, now that they've
recognized more time at home with their kids that may have made them like work more.
But for but for others, they will have recognized that, you know, there are more important
things in life than what they were doing before. And maybe they want to change careers
or step away from maybe a little bit of workaholism that might have been controlling their
lives.

Art Gelwicks 34:33
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Art Gelwicks 34:33
This could set up a lot of people for a period of introspection that they haven't had to
date. I mean, I completely agree with Francis 2020 has been a year of reaction. It's been a
year of, like you said, survival. I look at one of the things that people miss out on most
even before this is the relationship of strategy to tactics. So often we get focused on the
tactics and we lose the overall strategy at in a corporate environment, we give strategy a
good talk, we give it a lot of lip service, but so often will take hours and hours and hours
and weeks to build out a strategy. And then because of how the organization operates, it
has to be boiled down into a 15 minute presentation for some executive, just so they can
digest it. And the reaction is, well, what are you going to do? that that's something we
can't afford to continue to do anymore. And I think 2021 is going to help us recognize that
fact, that thinking longer term, putting things to place longer term, stop thinking about
everything as the next quarter, or the next month, or the next week's activities is going to
be critical, because we have to have that bigger mindset to be prepared. When things
shift underneath us,

Raymond Sidney-Smith 35:56
we know this has happened now, we would be foolish to think that something like this
couldn't happen again, be certain that something like this will happen again. And it's not
a matter of if but when. And so we should just always be prepared. And I think that when
we are in that prepared, I mean, we don't need to be MacGyver prepared. But we certainly
need to be prepared enough to be nimble and flexible. In this environment, and this is this,
I just think this has taught all of us, hopefully, a really good lesson in preparation, and how
important it is that it's not for nothing, that it is for something even when the problem
doesn't happen. You know, I'm I'm want to say, you don't get a pat on the back for the
heart attack you don't get. So you know, good exercise, good nutrition, those kinds of
things seem like they are for nothing, but in reality, they are for something. And so we
need to remember that, you know, there's just not a, there's not a pat on the back, you're
going to get for a lot of the preparation that you do, that sometimes isn't seen or heard or
recognized. But it's still important to life. And, and I just I really stand on that statement.
One kind of shifting gears a little bit, before we close out is my my goal for next year is for
us to do a few series just like I said about like caffeinated or stimulating beverages and
that kind of thing, I think there are a couple of series that I'd like to institute into, into
personal project into ProductivityCast. And I think we can do a few of them next year. And
I'm looking forward to kind of diving deeply into certain topics and having that have give
us all a chance to kind of do similar to the GTD series that we did, where we go, where we
go deep on a topic, I'd also like to do some some testing of apps, maybe each of us tries a
different application for a week or two. And then we come back and describe our
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experiences with those applications. And I think those those those kinds of experiences are
probably an illuminating for each of us, but also would be useful to everybody else to kind
of see how different things work. There are so many interesting new applications on the
market constantly. And for the ones that are going to be stable and that we believe will be
around a while I think it'd be fun to play around with those tools and, and utilize them No,
really fully invest in them for a week or two and see how they work for us. In our systems.
Yeah, 2021 has to be the year of helping each other. We've seen in 2020, how easy it is to
get focused in our own world in our own little bubble. And just dealing with the challenges
of it.

A

Art Gelwicks 38:51
2021 we have to take that step to recognize that while we talk a lot about being
productive productivity and success and accomplishment comes with others as well. And
we have to be cognizant of that and work that into our daily activities. Our lives are very,
very fiber of our being when it comes to work and getting things accomplished. So I, I
really want, you're gonna hear me push that thread a lot more during the coming months,
and hopefully the coming years. But I think it's something we all need to take into
consideration is as we're mapping things and doing things, how does it help someone
else? And how can we help someone else?

Raymond Sidney-Smith 39:34
Yeah, the abundance mindset doesn't stop at the internal thoughts about your world for
even time. It really comes to the fact that we can all be better when we help each other,
be better. And so I'm right there with you art. All right, everybody. We are you'll be
listening to this on New Year's Eve. So I hope you all have a one And safe New Year's Eve,
if you're listening to this when the episode is has just come out, and I wish everybody a
productive and safe 2021. And we'll see you next week on ProductivityCast in 2021. So with
that, if you have a comment or a question, the conversation for this episode doesn't end,
just here with the podcast episode with us talking. It really is all about engaging with you
all. So if you have something that you want to share with us, feel free to head over to the
podcast website. If you go to ProductivityCast dotnet forward slash 105. At the bottom of
the page, you can leave a comment or a question, we read and respond to all of the
questions and comments on the show. If you are just joining us for the first time, feel free
to head over to ProductivityCast dotnet and click on the subscribe tab there you can
subscribe to the podcast for free using whatever of your favorite apps you'd like to you
can always listen on the website, if an episode doesn't show up in the podcast feed. But
you can go ahead and do that in any of the you know, preferred podcast apps that are
out there. Also, feel free to go ahead and leave a comment or a rating review in Apple
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podcasts or Stitcher or if your podcast app of choice does leave an option for rating and
review. But Apple podcasts and Stitcher are really the prime ones. Your feedback really
helps motivate us. So thank you for doing that. It also helps to grow our personal
productivity listening community by letting the podcast Gods know that we're putting out
good content. So thank you for those who have left reviews, and certainly thank you for
those who are going to so keep it coming. All right, I want to express my thanks to Agusta
pinout Francis wade in our galaxy for joining me here on ProductivityCast. Each week, you
can learn more about them and their work by visiting ProductivityCast dotnet. And you
can click on their names and you will find all about them there. I'm Ray Sidney-Smith. And
on behalf of all of us here at ProductivityCast here's to your productive life. Happy New
Year everybody.

42:07
That's it for this productivity cast,

42:09
the weekly show about all things productivity with your hosts, Ray Sidney-Smith and

42:14
a gousto been out with Francis Wade and art galax
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